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BanditsI

Supervised Unsupervised ReinforcementLearning
Learning Learning

Learning algorithm
Dataset n actions:

I
-xi,glc3
ya I⑪Influence whatm

/ into is observed

someone gives us dataset it data
Learning algorithm has no influence ②Influence State of

on what the dataset is agent/world

-

"

Example:Students selecting classes
-Action:Choose a class to take
-
Imation,you learnwhetteryoulike the classyouare

X -State:taking intoclass unlucks more advanced classes

Bits
-Taking action gives into only aboutthataction
- No state changing between actions

ine K treatmentoptions for a condition
~/ unknown effectiveness

patients come in one ata time

A:Prescribe one of K treatments
Information:Outcome of that patient
-

Early on, try allthe treatments

Eventually learn which is best & mostly prescribe that



.Headlines K headlines for article, wantpeople to click

Action:For each visitor to site, show 1 of the K headlines
-

: Did they click on article
-

Stochastic Multi-Armed BanditProblems
-↳endbandit-slot machine
Rewards K differentslot machines, barn which
are
random gives most$$

Setof actions [1,..,K3 ("arms")
Unknown

Each action a has reward distribution p (r)
v chead

- a O
L Fixed for all t time

Whatpayoff did you receive?
- Health of patientafter treatment
- Did person click or not (1000)

(In bandits/RL we maximize reward
and not minimizing loss)

player play this game for T rounds

At each timet=1, . . .,T:-Depends on
observed

· Player chooses action- 11,...,k3 rewards
· Player receive reward Rt R,,.., REI,

- a -PA+(R)
- I Su

-R Random variable Atis

random
Goalsmaximize total reward E,Rt

also a

variable



k=z
Example

2 I ⑧ 11 Action 1 batter, lets try it more· Imaybe action 1 isntthatgood?
i

If T=7then total reward: 4
>

Hegpet: How well did your strategy do compared
to the strategy

Define N(a):expected reward= E [R]when choosing
action a RNPa(R]
*=
argmax N(a)optimal action a

EeeRegret:Expected difference between

optimal strategy & player's strategy

⑭ -Rt]
expected reward Expected reward
of optimal for player

Regret close to 0 good

=Na*, T - ,N(At) large regret is bad



Eonus. Etation
want totry ↳

Use currentknowledge to
all the actions

enough times to
do what currently seems best

a

I
learn which is better "Ilike math classes

in gain knowledge I will keep taking muth"
that's useful later

↑
"I wantto try lots of subjects

thespecializingdone Bound (UCB) Algoriteen
Idea!
-
· Player is estimating N(a) for every a
· Estimates are uncertain

↳ We will representthis as a confidence interval
"Ithink pla) is between 0.4 and 0.8

"

↑ ↑

· Ateach t, choose
lower ⑱bound

action withlargest upper bound

: inthe face of uncertainty

If a is action withlargestupper bound:

d =very good newsEither it'sactually goo
&It's notso good I can update

our estimates & try something else



At time t, LetUt(a) demole size of 2 ⑧- 1

Algorithm:Assume ORAL

to#of times he tried a I &ataset Iup until time t
we collected
about 9

ng(1) =3, ng(2) =4

LetNt(a) be sample mean
How much uncertainty

of rewards when taking action a isin a sample
in the data before time t mean?

3) If in examples,
W8(1) =43, N8(2) = 4 I variance of sample mean

=I varangepe
n↓( Standard deviation of

I sample mean is 6/
Conorder
I

For UCB:

For action a, use confidence internal of Iasat time t

so itsoria)
in p(a) =(Fetaltal

=UCB((a)



UCB1(a) =F +(a) +(Iasmer
⑱ ④

gets larger

Exploitation term Exploration
"A is good if we think "a is useful if we
As reward is high" haventtried itvery

much yet
"

Full algorithm:
1. For t= 1,...,K: try each action once

2. For t= Ktl, ...,5: choose At=argmax UCB, (a)

whathappens to atGets bigger over timee

very slowly
over time?

=>we never

I completelyrule out
Gets bigger over time an action,

-) UCB getscloser to If nt(a) constant
=>do exploitation eventually this

UCB getslarge
-

can prove a bound on Regretof UCB

in particular. Regretis 0 (T)
This is good because it's sublinear
If we average across timesteps,

average regretis 0 (ost) is-a
After enough time, gap w/optimal Strategy is negligible.


